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Abstract
The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) is a major reg-
ulatory mediator connecting the brain and the immune
system that influences accordingly inflammatory pro-
cesses within the entire body. In the periphery, the SNS
exerts its effects mainly via its neurotransmitters nor-
epinephrine (NE) and epinephrine (E), which are released
by peripheral nerve endings in lymphatic organs and
other tissues. Depending on their concentration, NE and
E bind to specific α- and β-adrenergic receptor subtypes
and can cause both pro- and anti-inflammatory cellular
responses. The co-transmitter neuropeptide Y, adeno-
sine triphosphate, or its metabolite adenosine are also
mediators of the SNS. Local pro-inflammatory processes
due to injury or pathogens lead to an activation of the
SNS, which in turn induces several immunoregulatory
mechanisms with either pro- or anti-inflammatory ef-
fects depending on neurotransmitter concentration or
pathological context. In chronic inflammatory diseases,
the activity of the SNS is persistently elevated and can
trigger detrimental pathological processes. Recently, the
sympathetic contribution to mild chronic inflammatory

diseases like osteoarthritis (OA) has attracted growing
interest. OA is a whole-joint disease and is characterized
by mild chronic inflammation in the joint. In this nar-
rative article, we summarize the underlying mechanisms
behind the sympathetic influence on inflammation
during OA pathogenesis. In addition, OA comorbidities
also accompanied by mild chronic inflammation, such as
hypertension, obesity, diabetes, and depression, will be
reviewed. Finally, the potential of SNS-based therapeutic
options for the treatment of OA will be discussed.

© 2023 The Author(s).

Published by S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

The autonomic nervous system (ANS) directs subcon-
scious activities and regulates diverse physiological functions
in the organism by its two major antagonistic branches, the
sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and the parasympathetic
nervous system (PNS) [1]. The SNS coordinates stressful
situations, which is known as the classical “fight or flight”
response. This results in an increased heartbeat, dilated pupils
and bronchial tubules, decreased digestive activity, among
others. Contrarily, the PNS is responsible for the “rest and
digest” state. Besides the typical antagonistic action, the SNS
and PNS sometimes also cause synergistic responses, and
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together, they ensure that the body reacts appropriately to
different situations and adapts to acute environmental
changes [2]. Under healthy conditions, the effects of the
sympathetic and the parasympathetic division are well-
balanced, resulting in homeostasis of physiological
processes, such as heartbeat, blood pressure, respiration, di-
gestion, or regulation of body temperature, and sexual arousal
[3, 4]. Already a minimal disturbance of this fine-tuned
function can result in a variety of pathological conditions [5].

Moreover, the ANS is a major integrative and regulatory
mediator between the brain and the immune system. The
main task of this cross-talk is to protect the body against
challenges arising from the environment as well as from
within the body [6]. In case of local injury or pathogen
entry, the body activates local immune cells, which respond
by releasing pro-inflammatory cytokines. These in turn
stimulate sensitive neurons, which signal to the brain via the
blood circulation and stimulate both stress axes – the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and the SNS [4,
7]. Activated SNS induces several immunoregulatory
mechanisms that can have either pro-inflammatory or anti-
inflammatory effects, or even both at the same time. The
effects vary depending on different circumstances, such as
local versus systemic or acute versus chronic inflammation
[8]. These differential anti- or pro-inflammatory effects of
SNS on different immune cell types will be described below
in detail (section Sympathetic Regulation of Immune Cell
Functions). The PNS monitors and regulates the inflam-
matory response in a reflexive manner, predominantly by
blocking pro-inflammatory cytokine synthesis [9].

Chronic inflammatory diseases are the most significant
cause of death worldwide [10, 11]. The number of pa-
tients suffering from such pathologies has increased
dramatically over the last 3 decades, and therefore, it is
indispensable to better understand the exact mechanisms
of how pathophysiological factors contribute to their
initiation and progression [12]. Osteoarthritis (OA) is a
chronic degenerative and mild inflammatory disease that
is often accompanied by numerous comorbidities [5, 13].
It manifests itself in a reduced quality of life and, ac-
cordingly, in enormous socioeconomic costs. In 2017,
more than 300 million people worldwide were affected by
this disease, and the burden is steadily increasing as life
expectancy rises and the global population ages, placing
OA at the forefront of public health challenges [14].

In this narrative review article, we summarize the existing
knowledge about the influence of SNS on the immune
system with special emphasis on chronic mild inflammatory
diseases, especially on OA. Furthermore, as a translational
perspective, we discuss potential new therapeutic strategies
targeting SNS-dependent mechanisms.

The Influence of the SNS on the Immune System

Sympathetic Nerve Fibers, Neurotransmitters, and
Receptors in Peripheral Tissues
Sympathetic nerve fibers express the key enzyme of

catecholamine biosynthesis tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)
and release sympathetic neurotransmitters via peripheral
nerve endings [4, 15]. In the periphery, the SNS acts
mainly through the endogenous catecholamine norepi-
nephrine (NE) and, to a lesser extent, via epinephrine (E)
[16–18]. Both neurotransmitters target specific adrenergic
receptor (AR) subtypes that are expressed in most cells of
the human body [19, 20]. The α1-AR subfamily comprises
the subtypes α1a, α1b, and α1d; the α2-AR subfamily
includes α2a, α2b, and α2c subtypes; and the β-AR sub-
family contains the subtypes β1, β2, and β3 [21–24].
Different AR subtypes exhibit concentration-dependent
binding affinities for sympathetic neurotransmitters. For
example, NE at low physiological concentrations
(10−8–10−9 M) mainly acts via α-ARs, but at high phys-
iological concentrations (10−5–10−6 M), it preferentially
targets β-ARs [25]. At the medium physiologic concen-
tration (10−7 M), it induces both α- and β-AR signaling
highly likely in an equal manner [26]. Neuropeptide Y
(NPY) coexists with NE but is mainly released during
high-frequency stimulation or strong reflex activation of
the SNS. While NPY release is promoted by β-AR sig-
naling, it is inhibited by the activation of α2-adrenoceptors
[27]. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is another excitatory
neurotransmitter co-released by sympathetic nerves but
also for most nerves in the peripheral and central nervous
system. As ATP is very rapidly degraded after release,
further characterization of ATP release in the context of
sympathetic activation remains difficult [28, 29]. Depo-
larization of sympathetic nerve terminals simultaneously
releases ATP and the ectonucleotidases CD39 and CD73,
which hydrolyze ATP into nucleosides and to adenosine.
In addition, many cells express these ectonucleotidases on
their cell membrane [30]. Adenosine regulates several
cellular processes by activate four subtypes of G protein-
coupled adenosine receptors (aRs; A1, A2A, A2B, and A3)
[31, 32]. In this review article, we will mainly focus on NE
and discuss the major effects of adenosine, as the influ-
ences of E and the sympathetic co-transmitters NPY and
ATP are still only poorly understood in the context of OA.

Sympathetic nerve fibers innervate primary and
secondary lymphoid tissues and are found in close
proximity to immune cells [33, 34]. Most immune cells
express at least one of the nine AR subtypes, allowing a
fine tuning of cellular activities in response to sym-
pathetic activity [35, 36] (Fig. 1). Consequently, besides
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local neurotransmitter concentration, the net outcome
of stimulating ARs on immune cells strongly depends
on the receptor repertoire. Pongratz et al. [4] speculated
that the different binding affinities serve as detectors of
the distance to the source of catecholamines. This
might explain why some cells express both α- and β-
ARs simultaneously.

Sympathetic Influences during Inflammation
Studies investigating pathologies with systemic chronic

inflammation, such as RA, demonstrate the extent to
which the SNS can influence immunological processes. As

early as the 1930s, sympathectomy was found to reduce
pain and joint swelling in RA patients [37]. The clinical
cases reported by Kidd et al. [37] described RA patients
whose SNS was blocked by sympathetic ganglionectomy,
lumbar sympathectomy, or in a sympathectomized limb.
Subsequent animal studies confirmed that the SNS has a
decisive influence on RA progression, even though its
effects seem to be bidirectional depending on the stage of
disease. In a murine model of collagen-induced arthritis
(CIA), both reduced and increased RA severities were
observed after chemical sympathectomy. The outcomewas
found to depend on the time point of sympathectomy. It

Fig. 1. SNS-mediated regulation of immune cell functions. In the
periphery, the SNS exerts its effects mainly via its major
neurotransmitters NE and E as well as the co-transmitters NPY
and adenosine, which are released by postganglionic peripheral
sympathetic nerve endings. These neurotransmitters activate
different subtypes of neurotransmitter receptors on immune
cells and modulate their function. Ado, adenosine; B, B cell;
CCL, C-C motif chemokine ligand; DC, dendritic cell; CD,
cluster of differentiation; COX, cyclooxygenase; E, epinephrine;

GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor;
IDO, indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase; IFN-γ, interferon γ; IL,
interleukin; M, monocyte/macrophage; MHC, major histo-
compatibility complex; MIP-1α, macrophage inflammatory
protein-1 α; N, neutrophil; NE, norepinephrine; NK, natural
killer cell; NO, nitric oxide; NPY, neuropeptide Y; ROS, reactive
oxygen species; T, T cell; TGFβ, transforming growth factor β;
TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α; VEGF, vascular endothelial
growth factor.
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became very clear that SNS activity has a pro-
inflammatory effect in the early phase of the disease,
while it acts anti-inflammatory in the late stage (reviewed
by [2, 38]). The underlying control mechanisms of these
and similar phenomena in various pathologies are de-
scribed below. Especially, inflammatory response during
RA pathogenesis was explained and used as a model to
describe the effects of SNS on inflammation.

Energy supply is most important for the activation of
the immune system. An activated immune system re-
quires much more energy than in a normal, non-
inflammatory state [39]. Activation of the SNS dur-
ing inflammatory processes helps to provide energy-
rich substrates, primarily by increasing lipolysis, gly-
cogenolysis, muscle proteolysis, and gluconeogenesis
[4]. Thus, acutely increased systemic SNS activity
contributes to an adequate immune response. However,
the SNS serves the immune system not only by pro-
viding energy but also regulates several other processes
by directly targeting immune cells. The SNS is involved
in recruitment, redistribution, and antibody production
of lymphocytes [25, 40–43], antigen uptake and pre-
sentation in dendritic cells (DCs) [44], as well as T
helper cell differentiation and natural killer (NK) cell
activation [45]. As demonstrated by in vitro studies,
SNS-induced AR signaling can modulate induction,
proliferation, and effector function of distinct immune
cells depending on the neurotransmitter concentration.
In summary, SNS regulation can affect all phases of the
immune response [46].

One major aspect of sympathetic influence on in-
flammation is the regulation of cytokine release: SNS
activation in the brain induces the release of neuro-
transmitters from sympathetic nerve terminals in the
periphery. Subsequently, the neurotransmitters trigger a
pro- or anti-inflammatory response of immune cells
depending on the distance to the nerve terminals or, with
other words, depending on the neurotransmitter con-
centration and corresponding AR [42].

In some cases, sympathetic influence itself can un-
dergo changes during the progression of a disease. For
instance, when inflammation in RA synovium becomes
chronic, sympathetic nerve fibers repulse to create an
area of permitted inflammation. This denervation re-
duces NE concentration, promoting α-AR-mediated
anti-inflammatory signaling. However, if this process
persists, like in chronic inflammation, the continuous
catabolism might become harmful for the organism.
Pongratz and Straub concluded that this phenomenon
was positively selected during evolution to treat short-
term acute inflammation, but it is not appropriate to

fight chronic inflammation [4]. The denervation ex-
emplifies that chronic inflammation raises new chal-
lenges for the immune system and the whole body.

Adenosine is considered a predominantly homeo-
static and protective sympathetic mediator in patho-
logical conditions based on its anti-inflammatory
properties [47, 48], although in some diseases such as
cancer, disadvantageous influences may occur due to
prolonged immune suppression [49, 50]. In addition,
and similarly to NE action, adenosine can also exhibit
opposite effects with a net pro-inflammatory outcome
depending on the targeted immune cell type as well as on
receptor subtype [51]. The regulatory effects of SNS
neurotransmitters on specific immune cell types will be
described in the following subsection.

Sympathetic Regulation of Immune Cell Functions
As described above, sympathetic activation of immune

cells can have either pro- or anti-inflammatory effects,
depending on the targeted receptor subtype. In macro-
phages, AR signaling induces polarization into an anti-
inflammatory M1 or a pro-inflammatory M2 phenotype,
as demonstrated in a variety of tissues and in different
species [52]. As reviewed by Freire et al. [53], stimulation
of β2-AR (coupled with the Gαs subunit of G protein)
elevates intracellular cyclic adenosine monophosphate
(cAMP) and promotes the anti-inflammatory M2 status
via the PKA signaling pathway. This phenotype is
characterized by expression of specific interleukins (IL)
such as IL-4, IL-10, IL-13, transforming growth factor
beta (TGF-β), and the inhibition of IL-6 and TNF-α
[53–55]. On the other hand, activation of α2-AR (coupled
with Gαi subunit of G protein) reduces cAMP levels and
therefore promotes M1 properties. This includes the
expression of reactive oxygen species and pro-
inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1β, IL-6, IL-12, and
TNF-α [55]. It is of particular interest that the cat-
echolamines NE and E not only have acute effects on
inflammation but can also induce chronic metabolic
changes. Heijden et al. [56] exposed human primary
monocytes to low and high physiological levels of NE or E
for 24 h. The catecholamines reduced lipopolysaccharide-
induced IL-6 and TNF-α production in a dose-dependent
manner, indicating an acute immunosuppressive effect.
After 5 days of differentiation into macrophages, followed
by re-stimulation with lipopolysaccharide on day 6, the
cells exhibited increased TNF-α and IL-6 production. The
initial catecholamine-stimulus induced the ability to
mount an enhanced pro-inflammatory response, which
was revealed after the secondary stimulation. This
demonstrates that NE and E can train the innate immune
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system [56]. Also, the co-transmitter NPY seems to
stimulate a number of macrophage functions, including
oxidative burst, adherence, chemotaxis, phagocytosis, and
cytokine production. For example, NPY increased the
synthesis of pro-inflammatory IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-α in
human peripheral blood mononuclear cells [57]. As
described above, adenosine acts predominantly anti-
inflammatory via its GPCRs. This is supported by the
fact that during the differentiation of monocytes to
macrophages as well as in a pro-inflammatory micro-
environment with elevated IL-1β and TNF-α concen-
trations, the expression of A1, A2A, and A3aRs increases
[58–60]. The activation of adenosine receptors on
macrophages results in the inhibition of TNF-α, IL-6, IL-
12, nitric oxide (NO), and macrophage inflammatory
protein (MIP)-1α release [61–63] as well as in the in-
duction of anti-inflammatory IL-10 secretion. Moreover,
adenosine also promotes the apoptosis of macrophages
via the A3aR [64].

The SNS does not only influence macrophages but also
modulates T cell, in particular T helper (Th) cell dif-
ferentiation and function. Upon activation, Th cells
differentiate into different subtypes including Th1, Th2,
and Th17 cells [65]. While Th1 cells secrete both pro- and
anti-inflammatory cytokines, Th2 cells release anti-
inflammatory cytokines, and Th17 cells mainly release
the pro-inflammatory-acting IL-17 [66]. According to
their cytokine secretion, these subgroups significantly
influence the nature of an immune response. It is
therefore particularly interesting how NE and E influence
the balance of Th subtypes [65]. Sanders et al. stated that
the outcome of sympathetic targeting of T cells varied in
the context of activation (depending on species, agonist,
T-cell subtype), even when the cells expressed β2-AR
almost exclusively [53]: in Th1 cells, interferon γ (IFNγ)
secretion was decreased by β-agonists (isoproterenol and
fenoterol) but increased by NE treatment [67, 68]. The
β2-agonist terbutaline reduced IFNγ release but elevated
IL-17 levels in human purified Th17 cells [65]. Although
human Th2 cells do not express ARs, they still proliferate
in response to β-agonist treatment because competing
Th1 cells are suppressed [35, 69, 70]. In contrast to its
pro-inflammatory effect on macrophages, NPY has an
inhibitory effect on T-cell activation. The co-transmitter
shifts cytokine production from Th1 cells to an anti-
inflammatory Th2 type, characterized by reduced IFNγ
production and increased IL-4 secretion [57]. Adenosine
can induce various effects also in T cells. For instance, the
stimulation of A2AaR leads to the inhibition of the pro-
inflammatory cytokines IL-4 and IFN-γ in both Th1 and
Th2 cells [50]. In addition, adenosine via A2AaR limits

the frequency and function of T follicular helper cells and
induces immunosuppressive T follicular regulatory (Tfr)
cells at the same time, as proven in immunized A2aRKO
mice. Furthermore, the injection of an A2aR agonist after
immunization suppressed T follicular helper differenti-
ation [71]. Besides Th cells, also effector T cells are
influenced by adenosine. They are even able to synthesize
adenosine by themselves, contributing actively to the
adnosine-dependent anti-inflammatory effects mainly
mediated by the A2AaR [72].

In addition to macrophages and Th cells, B cells, NK
cells, and granulocytes are also regulated by the SNS.
However, these cell types are only briefly listed as there
are no relevant published studies discussing their role in
inflammation, specifically in OA. In general, SNS me-
diators are known to stimulate B-cell activation [73]. The
neurotransmitter NE increased antibody production in
B cells in vivo as well as in vitro [74, 75]. Fitting to this,
mice lacking the NPY receptor 1 (NPY1R) had reduced
peripheral B-cell concentrations [76]. In a murine model
of CIA, animals treated with B cells from SNS-intact mice
exhibited less severe arthritis compared to mice that were
treated with B cells from sympathectomized mice. In fact,
B cells from SNS-intact mice showed increased IL-10
production being responsible for the observed anti-
inflammatory effect induced by NE targeting the β2-
AR. However, IL-10 upregulation only occurred in B cells
from immunized but not naive mice, reflecting a pro-
tective impact of the SNS in the late phase of the CIA
model [77]. B-cell function is also influenced by aden-
osine, and similarly to effector T cells, B cells can syn-
thesize adenosine using their extracellular enzymatic
machinery and depending on their activation state [78].
While in inactivated B cells, the extracellular concen-
tration of adenosine is higher, ATP release and subse-
quent adenosine synthesis decrease in activated B cells
highly likely in order to avoid adenosine-dependent in-
hibition of B-cell function [79]. In particular, regulatory
B cells are able to regulate their own function this way via
A3aR [80]. The exact mechanisms have not yet been
investigated in detail.

SNS activity also modulates the recruitment and mi-
gration of granulocyte neutrophils during inflammation
[81]. While these processes were adversely affected in
sympathectomized rats, they were supported by electrical
stimulation of sympathetic nerves [81–83]. However, the
receptors that are responsible for this effect have not yet
been identified. Neutrophils are also able to produce
adenosine by converting released ATP [84, 85]. Activa-
tion of A1aR promotes chemotaxis, whereas A2A- and
A2BaRs suppress neutrophil activation [86]. Especially
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targeting the A2AaR resulted in decreased IL-8 release by
neutrophils [87]. Interestingly, A1-and A3aRs induce
phagocytosis; however, the activation of A2AaR results in
the opposite [88].

Interestingly, NK cells appear to behave in exactly the
opposite way compared to B cells and granulocytes: NE
and E suppress NK-cell activity and reduce their mi-
gratory capacity via β2-AR signaling [89–93]. Similarly,
adenosine acted as an intrinsic negative regulator of NK-
cell maturation and anti-tumor function mediated by
A2aR [94]. Furthermore, another study demonstrated
that these effects are rather dependent on the regulation
of cellular metabolism such as inhibited oxidative
phosphorylation and glycolysis than on modulation of
specific inflammatory pathways [95].

Adrenergic signaling influences numerous DC functions
as well such as migration, antigen uptake and presentation,
and cytokine production. Majority of these effects are
mediated by the β2AR, as described in the following. The
treatment of mice with the β2AR agonist isoproterenol
significantly reduced the severity of adjuvant-induced ar-
thritis and decreased the expression of CD86 and MHC-II,
while antigen uptake and IL-10 secretion were induced in
DCs. In addition, DC-dependent stimulation of T lym-
phocyte proliferation and TNF-α secretion were also in-
hibited [96, 97]. In patients with psoriasis, the down-
regulation of βAR expression and/or function in the skin
lesions was observed to be responsible for a reduced re-
sponsiveness to beta-adrenergic therapeutic agents [98].
More details, which would go beyond the scope of this
review with OA in focus, are comprehensively summarized
in reference [99]. In mature DCs, adenosine inhibits the
production of pro-inflammatory cytokines via the A2AaR,
while exactly the opposite effect can be observed when the
A2BaR is targeted [100]. This A2BaR-mediated pro-
inflammatory effect with increased release of IL-6, IL-8,
IL-10, TGF-β, vascular endothelial growth factor, indole-
amine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO-1), and cyclooxygenase 2
(COX-2) is even potentiated under hypoxic condition being
characteristic for inflamed tissues [101]. Interestingly, co-
localization of A2BaRs with adenosine deaminase (ADA)
on DCs forms a complex with CD26 on Th1 cell surface
resulting in increased TNF-α, IL-6, and IFN-γ release [102].

The effects of adrenergic neurotransmitters and
adenosine on mast will be described only very briefly
here. Targeting the β2-AR results in so-called mast cell
stabilization characterized by decreased mast cell num-
bers and reduced degranulation [103], while activation of
A2BaR seems to result in increased degranulation, and
A3AR stimulation leads mainly to anti-inflammatory
effects [104].

In general, the type and amount of produced cytokines
after SNS activation change depending on the time of
receptor engagement in relation to the activation and
differentiation state of the cell, the molecular signaling
pathway activated, the cytokine microenvironment, the
cell species, and type of agonists used [42, 65]. Other
factors, such as the presence of agents that modulate the
adrenergic response (e.g., NE transporter mRNAs and
TH), or simply age, can also influence the outcome [105,
106]. Consequently, the net effect of sympathetic neu-
rotransmitters and their co-modulators on immune cells
varies in a context-dependent manner [4, 57]. It is
therefore not possible to state straightforwardly whether
the SNS has a pro-inflammatory or anti-inflammatory
effect, except for adenosine being predominantly anti-
inflammatory. Rather, there is a complex relationship
with the immune system through which there is a bi-
directional influence on inflammatory processes in the
organism.

Sympathetic Influence on Mild Chronic
Inflammatory Diseases

As mentioned above, acute local inflammation activates
the SNS, and when inflammation becomes chronic, the SNS
is persistently elevated. Depending on the severity of in-
flammation, the resulting catabolic state can have detri-
mental consequences. The International Association for the
Study of Pain defines low-grade inflammation as “the
chronic production, but in a low-grade state, of inflam-
matory factors.”Mild chronic inflammation is a hallmark of
many different diseases, for example, hypertension, dia-
betes, depression, obesity, asthma, and Alzheimer’s disease
[4, 107].

Under these mild chronic inflammatory conditions,
the concentrations of inflammatory factors are overall
slightly higher than in healthy individuals but still
remain in physiological ranges (International Associ-
ation for the Study of Pain, USA [108]. This pro-
nounced and important difference is also reflected in
the cytokine levels detected for example in RA (severe
chronic inflammation) and OA (mild chronic inflam-
mation) synovial fluid, which increase with the in-
flammatory status of the patients [109]. Mean TNF-α,
IL-6, IL-8, IL-22, and IL-33 concentrations in the sy-
novial fluid of patients with OA were significantly lower
than those of RA patients [110–112]. In the following
sections, we will introduce current concepts of SNS
influence on mild chronic inflammatory diseases, with
special focus on OA.
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Osteoarthritis
Mild Chronic Inflammation in OA
Traditionally, OA was described as a “wear and tear”

disease caused primarily by degradation of articular
cartilage [113]. Today, OA is considered a disease of the
entire joint, affecting not only the cartilage but also sy-
novial tissue, subchondral bone with bone marrow,
menisci, tendons and ligaments, and adipose tissues, such
as the infrapatellar fat pad [113, 114]. In the course of OA,
these tissues increase their local production of various
pro-inflammatory mediators, which induce mild chronic
inflammation [115, 116]. The large majority of these pro-
inflammatory triggers originate from inflammation of the
synovial membrane, therefore referred to as synovi-
tis [117].

In synovitis, innate (monocytes, macrophages) and
adaptive (lymphocytic) immune cell recruitment as well
as neoangiogenesis take place [116, 118]. In fact, M1
macrophages accumulate in human and murine synovial
OA tissues [119]. Moreover, the M1/M2 ratio in the
synovial fluid of OA patients was increased compared to
controls with healthy knees [120]. The prevailingM1 type
of macrophages led to production of a large number of
pro-inflammatory factors including TNF-α, ILs (IL-1β,
IL-6, IL-8, IL-15, IL-17, IL-21), prostaglandin E2 (PGE2),
cyclooxygenase 2 (COX-2), NO and nitric oxide syn-
thases, adipokines, damage-associated molecular pat-
terns, and matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) (MMP1,
MMP2, MMP3, MMP9, MMP13), as well as a disintegrin
and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs
(ADAMTS) (ADAMTS-4, ADAMTS-5) [121–125].
MMPs secreted by macrophages degrade cartilage and
release fragments of the extracellular matrix. In turn,
these fragments but also the MMPs themselves further
promote synovial inflammation by activating resident
macrophages ultimately creating a vicious cycle [121, 122,
126]. Despite macrophages being the main diver on in-
flammation among immune cells in OA, the influence of
Th cells can also be relevant. In course of OA, the Th cell
profile changes which is accompanied by increased IL-12,
IL-23, and IL-17 levels [117, 127–130], indicating ele-
vated Th1 and Th17 activity in OA. In fact, the elevated
IL-12 release correlated with higher knee pain and
function [131]. Although it is known that B cells,
granulocytes, and NK cells are modulated by the SNS, it is
not yet known how cell functions are altered in the
context of OA.

However, above-mentioned pro-inflammatory medi-
ators affect not only the synovium but also all sur-
rounding tissues such as cartilage, bone, as well as liga-
ments and tendons. Although different OA phenotypes

have been identified such as senescent, inflammatory,
metabolic, endocrine, genetic, etc., inflammation emerges
sooner or later in most cases [132, 133]. As inflammation
plays a critical role in OA progression, the SNS has gained
increasing importance in OA research over last decades
[4, 134, 135].

Sympathetic Influence on Inflammation in OA
One prerequisite for sympathetic influences in OA

joint tissues is the presence of effectors, namely sym-
pathetic nerve fibers and the (co-)neurotransmitters
themselves. Various in vitro and in vivo studies dem-
onstrated the presence of these effectors in healthy, as well
as OA-joint tissues. The subchondral bone marrow, the
periosteum, the synovium, the IFP, the meniscus, the
cartilage as well as ligaments and tendons are innervated
by TH-positive sympathetic nerve fibers that release NE
and its co-transmitter NPY and ATP into the synovial
fluid [136–139]. Contrarily, Jenei-Lanzl et al. [136] re-
ported that E was not detectable in the synovial fluid of
trauma patients undergoing knee replacement surgery.
Moreover, all above-mentioned joint tissues express
distinct subtypes of ARs (reviewed in [134]).

To date, there are only few studies investigating the
direct effect of the SNS on OA-related inflammation
in vivo. Rösch et al. [140] reported that chemical sym-
pathectomy in experimental OA inmice did not influence
synovitis. Contrarily, high joint NE levels increased joint
inflammatory parameters, such as local neutrophil in-
filtration and pro-inflammatory cytokine levels in
zymosan-induced arthritic rats [141]. On the other hand,
there are several studies investigating the influence of NE,
NE-regulating enzymes, the activation and inhibition of
ARs as well as the effect of NPY on inflammatory pro-
cesses in cells of the synovium (Fig. 2) and cartilage
(Fig. 3) in vitro. Furthermore, infiltrating immune cells as
well as joint-resident cells release ATP, and in response to
the elevated ATP levels, the activity of ectonucleotidases
forming adenosine increases in order to control in-
flammation [142, 143]. The major effects of sympathetic
effectors in the osteoarthritic joint are summarized in the
following subsections.

Synovium
Depending on its concentration, NE regulates cytokine

release in different synovial cells in OA patients. As
described above, we categorized the NE concentrations
used in the experiments. Depending on the physiological
concentration in the human body, the following cate-
gories were defined: high (10−5–10−6 M NE), medium
(10−7 M NE), and low (10−8–10−9 M NE). In synovial
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fibroblast, high to medium physiological NE concen-
trations increased IL-6 and IL-8 secretion and thus ex-
erted a pro-inflammatory effect [126]. In contrast, in
mixed synovial cells containing fibroblasts and immune
cells, NE predominantly exerts anti-inflammatory effects
[144]. Capellino et al. [145] analyzed the effect of NE in
mixed synovial cells from OA patients by manipulating
endogenous NE release and metabolism. Blocking of the
vesicular monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT-2) led to an
absence of NE storage in intracellular vesicles thus, to an
elevated extracellular NE concentration and the inhibi-
tion of catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) prevented
NE degradation. The resulting increased extracellular NE
concentration inhibited TNF-α release by mixed synovial
cells dose-dependently. Similarly, NE at high physio-
logical concentrations inhibited TNF-α and IL-6 secre-
tion in mixed synovial cells [146]. Jenei-Lanzl et al. [144]
reported that a TNF-α reduction by low NE levels in
mixed synovial cells was mediated by β2-and α2-AR
agonists. It is also worth mentioning that synovial in-
flammation is accompanied by hypoxia [147]. Hypoxic
conditions in mixed synovial cells of OA patients resulted
in increased TH protein expression followed by increased

NE synthesis. According to the above-mentioned studies,
elevated NE levels further inhibited TNF-α [148].
Moreover, NE regulates not only cytokine concentrations
but also the expression of MMPs. High to low physio-
logical concentrations of NE inhibitedMMP3 secretion in
mixed synovial cells from OA patients and, thus, are able
to counteract cartilage degeneration and further synovial
cell activation [146]. High to low NE levels decreased
TNF-α and IL-8 release also in synovial macrophages
[149], suggesting that macrophages contribute to the
anti-inflammatory response of NE in mixed synovial
cells, which was not detected in synovial fibroblasts. The
ambiguous effects of NE can only partly be explained by
concentration-dependent binding affinities of the AR
subtypes. It became clear that the effect of NE on cytokine
secretion in synovial cells is cell-type dependent. Al-
though synovial fluid levels of NPY correlate positively
with the inflammatory status of OA patients, the cellular
and molecular mechanisms of this correlation have not
yet been investigated [137]. Interestingly, OA synovial
cells start to express TH by themselves when inflam-
mation becomes chronic in the tissue [145]. This is highly
likely an attempt of the cells to control inflammation.

Fig. 2. Effects of sympathetic neurotransmitters on OA synovial
cells. Sympathetic neurotransmitters are released by sympa-
thetic nerve fibers and are therefore present in the synovial
tissue as well as in the synovial fluid. In addition, synovial cells
are able to convert ATP into adenosine. These neurotrans-
mitters activate different receptors. Depending on cell type and

targeted receptor subtype, neurotransmitter effects can be pro-
or anti-inflammatory. Please see the main text for details. Ado,
adenosine; ATP, adenosine triphosphate; B, B cell; CD, cluster
of differentiation; E, epinephrine; IL, interleukin; MMP, matrix
metalloprotease; NE, norepinephrine; NPY, neuropeptide Y; T,
T cell; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor α.
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However, given the complexity of neurotransmitter ef-
fects on different cell types in the synovium together with
the fact that these effects can be opposite depending on
the vicinity of target cells from the neurotransmitter
source or receptor expression profile, this attempt seems
to fail.

Synovial cells are also influenced by adenosine. A
recent study demonstrated that human osteoarthritic
mixed synoviocytes containing all synovial cell types such
as fibroblasts and immune cells express the complete
enzymatic machinery of adenosine synthesis (CD39 and
CD73) in order to fight inflammation. In fact, treatment
of these cells with CD73 inhibitor resulted in increased
IL-6 and decreased IL-10 release, while ADA application
resulted in the opposite, confirming the anti-
inflammatory effects of adenosine. This study con-
firmed by using specific agonists that mainly the A2A-
and A2BaRs mediate these effects [30]. Moreover, TNF-α
and IL-8 synthesis was significantly reduced in human
synovial fibroblasts after A2AaR or A3aR agonist treat-

ment by inhibiting the p38 MAPK and NF-κB pathways
[150]. Besides A2AaR, also A3aR, seems to play a role
during OA pathogenesis. In a rat model of monosodium
iodoacetate-induced OA, the A3aR agonist CF101 re-
duced the lymphocyte infiltration, decreased the release
of TNF-α, and induced the apoptosis of pro-
inflammatory immune cells by inhibiting NF-κB sig-
naling [151].

Cartilage
The dose-dependence of sympathetic signaling via NE

observed in the synovium has also been described in
human OA chondrocytes. NE at high physiological
concentrations counteracted IL-1β-induced IL-8 upre-
gulation via β2-AR signaling. In contrast, low NE levels
targeting α1-ARs exerted no anti-inflammatory effect
[152]. As already described for synovial cells, NE also
regulated MMP expression in OA chondrocytes. The
neurotransmitter in high concentration inhibited IL-1β-
induced MMP1, MMP3, and MMP13 expression in

Fig. 3. Effects of sympathetic neurotransmitters on OA
chondrocytes. Sympathetic neurotransmitters are only present
in the synovial fluid since cartilage is avascular and aneural
tissue. The effects of neurotransmitters can be pro- or anti-
inflammatory and catabolic or anti-catabolic depending on the
targeted receptor subtype and the presence of the pro-
inflammatory cytokine IL-1β. Please see the main text for

details. Ado, adenosine; CD, cluster of differentiation; COL,
collagen encoding gene; E, epinephrine; GAG, glycosamino-
glycan; IL, interleukin; iNOS, inducible nitric oxide synthase;
MMP, matrix metalloprotease; NE, norepinephrine; NO, nitric
oxide; NPY, neuropeptide Y; PGE, prostaglandin E; ROS, re-
active oxygen species; TLR, toll-like receptor; TNF-α, tumor
necrosis factor α.
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chondrocytes of OA patients via β-AR activation [153].
Jiao et al. [154] studied chondrocytes of temporoman-
dibular joint osteoarthritic rats, and here, NE at medium
and low but not high concentrations increased MMP3
and MMP13 production by chondrocytes through the
extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) 1/2 and
protein kinase A (PKA) pathway. The α2-AR-antagonist
yohimbine counteracted this effect. Contrarily, high and
low NE levels did not influence MMP13 gene expression
in human OA chondrocytes which were dedifferentiated
under hypoxia for 7 days in vitro. However, a low NE
concentration decreased IL-1β-induced MMP13 expres-
sion in the same study [155]. Since NPY also promotes
chondrocyte hypertrophy and cartilage matrix degrada-
tion in mice via the NPY2R, it may also be involved in
MMP regulation [156]. The effects of NE on OA syno-
vium and cartilage described above are essentially con-
sistent with the generally accepted paradigm that NE in
high concentrations targets β-ARs, inducing an anti-
inflammatory effect. In contrast, at low concentrations,
NE is assumed to activate α-ARs which promote pro-
inflammatory effects. However, there are also studies
which do not fit into this straightforward model. Ou et al.
[157] treated chondrocytes derived from the osteoar-
thritic temporomandibular joint of mice with high
physiological NE concentrations. Based on the NE level,
one would expect a β-AR-mediated anti-inflammatory
cell response. In this case, however, an α2-AR-induced
pro-inflammatory upregulation of IL-6 occurred. Ou
et al. [157] stated that the instability of NE in vitro could
have resulted in a lower concentration than initially
applied. Since only α2-AR but not β2-AR presence was
verified via Western Blot, it could also be possible that β-
AR was not expressed in these chondrocytes in vitro.

The above-described general preventive nature of
adenosine seems to be true also for OA. Adenosine re-
duced the inflammatory processes in chondrocytes in rats
with temporomandibular joint OA. In this animal model,
mesenchymal stem cell-derived exosomes reduced NO
and MMP13 expression in chondrocytes. This anti-
inflammatory effect was induced by adenosine receptor-
mediated AKT, ERK, and AMPK phosphorylation;
however, the receptor subtype that mediates this effect has
not been elucidated [158]. Moreover, intra-articular in-
jection of adenosine in liposomal suspension or adenosine
conjugated to nanoparticles successfully prevented the
development of post-traumatic OA in rats. In the same
study, chondrocytes treated with the same adenosine
nanoparticles were able to reduce the IL-1β-induced IL-6,
MMP13, and COL10A1 expression [159]. Similarly, the
specific A2aR agonist CGS-21680 significantly reversed the

IL-1β-mediated increase in TLR-4, TLR-2 as well as CD44
expression associated with increased TNF-α, MMP13, and
inducible nitric oxide synthase levels in murine articular
chondrocytes [160]. Mice deficient for CD73 or A2AaR
develop OA spontaneously already at 16 weeks of age
[161]. Another study confirmed that A2AR deficiency
results in the early development of OA due to upregulated
expression of cellular senescence and aging-associated
genes in articular chondrocytes [162]. In a further
study, adenosine was depleted in equine cartilage explants
by using ADA that led to a catabolic response indicated by
concentration-dependent increase in GAG release and
production of total MMP3, MMP13, PGE2, and NO.
These effects were successfully reversed by the simulta-
neous application of the adenosine kinase inhibitor 5′-
iodotubercidin (ITU) or the A2AaR agonist N(6)-[2-(3,5-
dimethoxyphenyl)-ethyl]adenosine (DPMA) [163]. A2AR
stimulation further enhances mitochondrial metabolism,
improved the reactive oxygen species burden, proteogly-
can breakdown as well as chondrocyte viability in the knee
cartilage of obesity-induced OAmice [164]. Also the A2bR
subtype has a potential role during OA pathogenesis since
A2BR agonists inhibited MSC chondrogenesis, and thus,
cartilage regeneration might be suppressed [165]. The
ablation of the subtype A3aR also resulted in enhanced OA
development in aged mice, while specific A3aR agonists
protected the cartilage by downregulating CaMKII kinase
and RUNX2 [166]. In addition, the A3aR agonist CF101
reduced cartilage damage in a rat model of monosodium
iodoacetate-induced OA [151].

These examples demonstrate that the above-described
paradigm of general pro- and anti-inflammatory effects of
the SNS via different receptor subtypes is only a simplified
model which was generated based on in vitro findings.
These may provide controversial results due to divergent
culture conditions such as culture duration, media and
supplements, oxygen concentrations, cell sources, and
species-specific differences, among others. Although it is
possible to identify the net effect on a particular tissue
in vivo, it is difficult to determine the extent to which the
SNS contributes to this effect per cell type since other
complex systemic factors (e.g., age and sex) can have
additional primary or secondary effects on SNS-mediated
processes. Moreover, the SNS does not only affect im-
mune cells and chondrocytes, but there is also a feedback
loop in the other direction: for example, TNF-α-induced
inflammation decreased NE secretion in human differ-
entiated sympathetic TH-positive neuron-like cells from
OA patients [167]. Therefore, the relationship between
the SNS and the immune system seems to be more of a
complex, bidirectional interaction than a one-way street.
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In summary, further research is needed to fully un-
derstand how the SNS contributes to inflammatory
processes in different cells and tissues during OA pro-
gression. IL-1β induces many OA-characterizing pro-
cesses in the joint and is thus the most important cytokine
in OA pathophysiology [123]. Although a molecular link
between IL-1β and NE is known to exist, the direct in-
fluence of NE on IL-1β in OA-related inflammation has
not been elucidated yet [168]. Moreover, still no studies
exist on the impact of other sympathetic neurotrans-
mitters, such as NEs co-transmitter NPY, on the osteo-
arthritic joint. In addition, further tissues such as me-
niscus or IFP were never investigated with regard to SNS
influence. Nevertheless, considering the current knowl-
edge, SNS-mediated inflammatory events seem to play a
crucial role in OA development and pathogenesis.

Other Mild Chronic Inflammatory
Diseases – OA Comorbidities
As described in detail above, the permanent activity

of the SNS modulates inflammatory processes in OA
joints. Besides local influences, such an overactivation
can have detrimental effects on other organs or even the
whole body. Fitzgerald et al. [169] stated that an in-
creased noradrenergic tone predisposes to a large
number of diseases. Besides OA, further mild chronic
inflammatory diseases have been described such as
hypertension, diabetes, depression, obesity, asthma, or
Alzheimer’s disease [4, 107]. Interestingly, many of
these disorders are known as OA comorbidities. A
recent study performed a meta-analysis to quantify
coexisting medical conditions, so-called comorbidities,
of knee and hip OA patients. They identified cardiac
diseases, such as hypertension, in 54% of the partici-
pants, and 24% of OA patients suffered from diabetes,
while 10–14% were obese. Moreover, depression was
detected in 14% of OA patients [170]. In general, 25% of
OA patients exhibited three or four additional disor-
ders, indicating the risk for multi-morbidity in OA [5].
Since above-mentioned comorbidities are also mild
chronic inflammatory diseases, an OA therapy using
different anti-inflammatory drugs might reduce their
symptoms as well [171–175] (Fig. 4).

However, as described below in detail, therapeutics
used for the different comorbidities also alleviate OA
symptoms, underlining the involvement of a systemic
component in the pathogenesis of OA and its co-
morbidities. All the above-mentioned OA comorbidities
have one major characteristic in common: they all involve
SNS over-activity resulting in chronic low-grade in-
flammation [169, 176–182]. Here, we only briefly address

disease that are the major OA comorbidities and their
underlying SNS-driven mechanisms. More details are
provided in the cited original publications.

Hypertension
One would expect that obesity that automatically leads

to the overloading of the joint is the most prevalent OA
comorbidity. However, at “only” 10–14%, obesity is far
behind the major comorbidity of hypertension, affecting
more than 50% of OA patients [170]. This demonstrates
once again that OA is not primarily a matter of wear and
tear but is also driven by other factors including the
immune system and obviously the SNS. The development
and progression of hypertension have long been asso-
ciated with SNS over-activity [183]. An increased cardiac
sympathetic nerve activity was detected in borderline
hypertensive patients [184]. Additionally, increased cir-
culating NE causes extensive vasoconstriction and, sub-
sequently, increased blood pressure. NPY serum levels are
also elevated in hypertensive patients, highlighting the
relationship between blood pressure and SNS mediators
[185, 186]. In line with that, genetic deletion of β1-and
β2-ARs reduced blood pressure in mice [187]. Moreover,
normotensive individuals with a familial link to hyper-
tension exhibited distinctly increased NE plasma con-
centrations [188]. This suggests that an elevated sym-
pathetic level may be a predisposing factor not only for
OA but also for the development of hypertension. The
resulting chronic low-grade inflammation is a risk factor
for both diseases, and it is thought to explain why people
with OA have a higher risk of high blood pressure than
people without OA [189]. The other way around, studies
in rodents demonstrated that elevated blood pressure
activates the SNS. In rats, induced hypertension raised
sympathetic nerve activity and, therefore, also NE con-
centrations. This in turn resulted in the release of pro-
inflammatory T cells in the blood and bone marrow and
increased macrophage/monocyte levels in the bone
marrow [190].

In general, adenosine is known to exert blood pressure-
decreasing effects [191]. Hereby, active vasodilation is
caused by the A2aRs [192–194], while the negative
chronotropic, inotropic, and dromotropic influences in
the heart are mediated by the A1aRs [192, 193]. A3R also
contributes to the regulation of blood pressure by de-
creasing the steady-state level of cAMP in smooth muscle
cells [195]. However, the effects mediated by the ad-
renergic systems seem to be dominant; otherwise, the co-
released adenosine would be able to counteract adren-
ergic effects. According to the above-mentioned studies,
increased SNS activity and hypertension create a classical
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vicious circle situation resulting in mild chronic in-
flammation and probably also in accelerated OA
progression.

Diabetes
Type 2 diabetes mellitus and OA are prevalent

conditions that often coexist [196]. In OA, SNS acti-
vation and related mild chronic inflammation induce
macrophage polarization and shift the balance to a
more inflammatory M1 phenotype. The infiltration of
M1 macrophages into adipose and cardiac tissues is
associated with systemic and cardiac insulin resistance,
resulting in diabetes [197]. During the past decades, the
role of the SNS in insulin resistance has been proven in
several studies [198]. Increased plasma NE concen-
trations in young adulthood predisposed for the de-
velopment of insulin resistance [199, 200]. This effect

was confirmed in an animal study demonstrating that
sympathectomy by denervation of epididymal fat pads
improved insulin sensitivity in rats with a high-fat diet
(HFD) [201]. In addition, NPY serum levels are higher
in patients with diabetes compared with those without
this disease [186]. Interestingly, the sympathetic co-
transmitter adenosine, in particular by binding to the
A2aR, has beneficial effects on β-cells, similar to the
effects opposing to adrenergic influence on hyperten-
sion. The activation of A2aR in β-cells leads to in-
creased survival, proliferation, and accordingly to in-
creased regeneration [202]. But again, disadvantageous
adrenergic effects seem to be dominant.

These findings demonstrate that the elevated SNS ac-
tivity and the resulting inflammation in OA are risk factors
for diabetes. On the other hand, chronic hyperglycemia
and insulin resistance promote low-grade inflammation

Fig. 4. Interaction of OA with its major comorbidities and
potential therapeutic options. OA and its major comorbidities,
hypertension, diabetes, obesity, and depression, are mild
chronic inflammatory diseases and influence or even boost
each other. Since not only OA but also all comorbidities are
triggered by adrenergic SNS activity in particular, treatment
strategies targeting the adrenergic system such as β-blocker
treatment or (S)NRIs might also be potential therapeutic in-
terventions to counteract mild chronic inflammation in OA.
Also weight loss and diabetes management using insulin

sensitizers would dampen the SNS-disease cycle. In addition,
inducing the adenosinergic SNS effects by inhibiting ADA or
using PEMF or even the activation of PNS by VNS might result
in successful inhibition of mild chronic inflammation and
improvement of the symptoms associated with OA and its
comorbidities. ADA, adenosine deaminase; Ado, adenosine; E,
epinephrine; NE, norepinephrine; NPY, neuropeptide Y;
PEMF, pulsed electromagnetic field; (S)NRI, serotonin or/and
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor; Syx, sympathectomy; VNS,
vagus nerve stimulation.
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and aggravate OA pathology. As OA and diabetes nega-
tively affect each other, it is not surprising that both
conditions are predicted to increase in prevalence (re-
viewed by [196]). Increased sympathetic activity and low-
grade chronic inflammation are obviously the causal link
between the two diseases.

Obesity
It has long been assumed that the disease-

accelerating impact of obesity on OA occurs due to
elevated mechanical loading [203, 204]. However, since
obesity also increases the risk of OA in non-weight-
bearing joints such as the hands [205], metabolic
factors must also have an influence [206]. Obesity is
characterized by excessive accumulation of adipose
tissue that releases adipokines (leptin, adiponectin) and
pro-inflammatory cytokines, resulting in elevated
TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6 serum levels [207]. Increased
levels of the same cytokines were also found in the
synovial fluid, synovial membrane, subchondral bone,
and cartilage of OA patients, demonstrating the rela-
tionship between obesity and OA [208]. Moreover,
these cytokines are known to increase sympathetic
activity. In rodents fed HFD, SNS activity increased
simultaneously with rising leptin concentrations,
demonstrating that leptin acts as a major driver of
increased sympathetic outflow in obesity [209, 210]. In
young non-obese men, even a modest weight gain of
5 kg was associated with increased muscle sympathetic
nerve activity [211], and in rabbits fed a HFD, increased
activation of the SNS in the kidneys occurred already
1 week after the start of feeding [209]. Moreover,
obesity induces NPY production in macrophages from
adipose tissues [212]. These results indicate that
sympathetic activation occurs as a consequence of
obesity. Moreover, the fact that elevated plasma NE
concentrations in young adulthood predisposed for
future weight gain suggests that, in turn, increased SNS
activity may cause obesity [199, 200]. There are only
few studies describing a potential influence of adeno-
sine on obesity. Hereby, the A2aR subtype seems to play
the major role, which is abundantly expressed in adi-
pose tissue [213]. The activation of this receptor
protected mice from HFD-induced obesity by inducing
the so-called “browning” of the white adipose tissue
[214]. In addition, A2aR exhibited protective effects in
obesity-associated inflammation of the adipose tissue
in mice fed with HFD by suppressing the pro-
inflammatory activation of macrophages, as indicated
by decreased IL-1, IL-6, and TNF mRNA expression
[215]. Thus, as already described for hypertension and

diabetes, the pathologic processes occurring in obesity
and during OA manifestation are obviously also linked
to the SNS.

Depression
As stated by Slavich and Irwin, socially threatening

situations activate distinct brain regions, which process
experiences of negative affect and rejection-related dis-
tress. The connection to some of these brain regions
further induces systemic inflammation by modulating the
SNS and its mediators, such as NPY [216, 217]. The key
mediators of this response are pro-inflammatory cyto-
kines, which interfere with many pathophysiological
domains that are distinct in depression, including neu-
rotransmitter metabolism, neuroendocrine function,
synaptic plasticity, and behavior. In fact, patients with
depression exhibited statistically higher TNF-α and IL-6
blood levels than those without depression [218]. This
SNS-mediated increased pro-inflammatory tone may be
capable to promote inflammation-induced cartilage ca-
tabolism in OA. On the other hand, the chronic low-
grade inflammatory status in OA has been shown to alter
behavior [219]. Depression and obesity are common
comorbidities in patients with knee OA. All three pa-
thologies, depression, obesity, and OA, are associated
with increased pro-inflammatory cytokine release. This
leads to sedentary behavior and reduced physical activity,
which in turn exacerbates pain, inactivity, and cartilage
degradation. These conditions are mutually reinforcing,
reflecting a complex mind-body interaction (reviewed by
[220]). The net effects of adenosine on depressive-like
behaviors seem to be anti-depressive and anxiolyti;
however, different receptor subtypes mediate opposing
effects, as demonstrated in numerous studies using se-
lective agonists in mice or even subtype-specific knockout
models. While targeting the subtypes A1-and A3aR re-
sults in anti-depressive effects, the activation of A2aR
leads to pro-depressant-like effects, as reviewed in [221].
However, inflammatory processes in depression includ-
ing also glial activation result in the disruption of
adenosine homeostasis; thus, the above-described bene-
ficial effects might be suppressed.

The studies listed above reveal that the SNS influences
not only OA itself but also its comorbidities. As these
diseases in turn affect the SNS, a vicious circle is gen-
erated, resulting in the worsening of mild chronic in-
flammation in OA, hypertension, obesity, diabetes, and
depression. As low-grade inflammation is the common
risk factor for these diseases, prescribing and monitoring
SNS-based anti-inflammatory interventions may repre-
sent a new avenue for OA therapy.
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SNS as Therapeutic Target in Mild
Chronic Inflammation

As described before, the SNS plays a crucial role in the
control of the immune system and accordingly con-
tributes to the pathogenesis of mild chronic inflammatory
diseases such as OA and associated comorbidities. This
leads to the assumption that downregulation of the SNS
may be beneficial to counteract inflammatory reactions in
OA. Particularly in the stages of OA, when inflammation
is more pronounced, these anti-inflammatory effects may
have therapeutic value [121]. This hypothesis is sup-
ported by the fact that upregulation of parasympathetic
tone via vagal electrical stimulation is successfully used in
RA therapy to induce local and systemic anti-
inflammatory effects [222]. Currently, there is no cura-
tive treatment for OA, and therefore, there is an urgent
need for novel causal therapy options.

SNS-modulating drugs are commonly used to treat
hypertension, diabetes, obesity, and depression. Studies
demonstrating that some of these treatments might also
counteract OA will be described in the following. We are
also evaluating other therapy options that modulate the
ANS to reduce inflammation, which may be helpful
in OA.

Sympathectomy and AR Blockade
There are several ANS-based techniques available,

which may help to restore the balance between pro- and
anti-inflammatory factors in OA or shift it in favor of the
anti-inflammatory side. For this, either the activity of the
SNS can be reduced or the activity of the PNS can be
increased. As early as 1889, surgical sympathectomy was
used to interrupt the SNS signaling pathway in patients
with diseases such as epilepsy, exophthalmic goiter, id-
iocy, and glaucoma [223]. Although sympathectomy is
no longer used to treat these specific diseases, it is
sometimes performed in patients with other conditions,
such as hyperhidrosis [224]. To achieve this, the bilateral
thoracic sympathetic ganglia are destructed by endo-
scopic resection, ablation, or clipping [223]. The first case
in OA was described in 1966, where sympathectomy was
performed on a patient with vasospastic syndrome in the
fingers. As only the left hand was affected, sympathec-
tomy was performed on the left hand. Within the fol-
lowing 24 years, the patient developed severe poly-
arthritis of all the fingers of the right hand and all the
toes. In contrast, the sympathectomized left hand re-
mained non-arthritic indicating an OA protective effect
of sympathectomy in OA patients [225]. As surgical
destruction of nerves is also a drastic technique, chemical

sympathectomy may be a milder alternative to reduce
SNS-related inflammation in OA. However, in murine
studies using 12-week-old male mice, peripheral
chemical sympathectomy by 6-hydroxy-dopamine did
not influence the severity of cartilage degeneration and
synovial inflammation in experimental OA; only sub-
chondral bone sclerosis was accelerated [226]. Highly
likely, a longer experimental period or using older mice
of both sexes would be more appropriate to see SNS-
mediated effects in murine OA models. Immunotoxins
also provide an efficient method to generate highly
specific neuronal lesions [227]. The combination of the
ribosome-inactivating protein saporin coupled to an
antibody targeting the sympathetic neurotransmitter
synthesizing enzyme dopamine β-hydroxylase (DBH)
enables selective destruction of sympathetic nerves. In
rats, systemic injection of this immunotoxin yielded in
the selective lesion of peripheral noradrenergic sympa-
thetic neurons [227]. However, no studies using this
technique have been tested with respect to OA until now.
The substrate guanethidine does not destroy sympathetic
nerves but instead depletes NE and inhibits catechol-
amine release after sympathetic nerve stimulation [228].
It is currently used to treat hypertension, and it also
decreases pain in patients with resistant shoulder pain or
RA [229, 230]. However, several clinical studies have
reported the development of guanethidine tolerance in
humans which may have implications for its use in the
possible treatment of OA [231].

Selectively blocking ARs is another option used to
inhibit signaling via the SNS. Indeed, the α2A-AR an-
tagonist BRL-44408 maleate reduced macrophage infil-
tration and inflammatory response in rats with acute
respiratory distress syndrome [232]. Moreover, inhibiting
β-AR-mediated signaling might be beneficial, not only
with respect to OA but also for its comorbidities. This
option will be discussed in more detail below.

Anti-Hypertensive Drugs – β-Blockers
Pharmacological blockade of the SNS by β-AR antag-

onists, or β-AR blockers (β-blockers), is commonly used to
treat hypertension [184]. Recently, first evidence emerged
that β-blockers are linked to a lower risk of OA in humans.
Nakafero et al. [233] studied the association between β-
blocker prescription and first primary-care consultation
for knee and hip OA. They reported that the β1-AR an-
tagonist atenolol and the nonselective β-AR antagonist
propranolol were associated with a lower incidence of knee
OA. Interestingly, the effect disappeared after the end of β-
blocker intake. Moreover, β-blocker medication was also
associated with less OA pain [233]. In line with these
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results in OA patients, Nackley-Neely et al. [234]
described an analgesic effect of β-blockers in rats.
Here, the intraperitoneal injection of a COMT-
inhibitor leading to elevated NE concentrations re-
sulted in increased mechanical and thermal pain
sensitivity, and the administration of the unselective
blocker propranolol significantly counteracted this ef-
fect. In order to identify the β-AR subtype thatmediated this
analgesic effect, COMT-treated rats were treated with
subtype-specific antagonists, demonstrating that adminis-
tration of β2-AR or β3-AR antagonists (ICI118,551 or
SR59230A) partially blocked hyperalgesia while β1-AR
blocking via betaxolol did not [234].

However, with regard tomulti-morbidity in OA patients,
also the possible adverse effects of β-AR antagonists have to
be taken into account. In general, the intake of β-blockers
such as atenolol (β1-AR antagonist) andmetoprolol (β1-AR
and, with lower affinity, also a β2-AR antagonists) can
worsen glucose intolerance and increases the risk for new-
onset type 2 diabetes mellitus in patients with hypertension
[235–239]. Moreover, β2-AR blocking has been associated
with higher rates of cardiovascular events in patients
with diabetes and heart disease [240]. Obese patients
seem to be especially sensitive to the adverse metabolic
effects and are also affected by further weight gain
caused by β-blocking drugs [241]. Potential mecha-
nisms for the weight gain are reduced total energy
expenditure and the inhibition of β-AR-agonis-induced
lipolysis, which is particularly detrimental in leptin-
resistant obese patients [242]. However, newer β-blockers,
such as carvedilol (nonselective β- and α1-AR antagonist),
appear to have solved these issues because they lower insulin
resistance and improve lipid profiles without increasing
weight gain [241, 243]. These findings confirm again that
OA and its comorbidities are strongly associated.

Diabetes Medication – Insulin Sensitizers
The SNS is able to reduce insulin secretion and,

therefore, directly increase blood glucose levels [244,
245]. Metformin is an antidiabetic drug that decreases
glucose blood concentration in diabetic patients [246].
Experiments in obese rats demonstrated that metformin
treatment increased the electrical activity of sympathetic
branch nerves of the superior cervical ganglia by 20%
[247]. Some authors state that metformin also lowers
blood pressure in hypertension [248, 249], but due to
contradictory observations, these results are currently
considered controversial [250, 251]. In addition, a very
recent study demonstrated that metformin medication
was associated with a reduced risk of total knee re-
placement as well as reduced pain [252].

In contrast to metformin, pioglitazone decreased
muscle SNS activity in patients with type 2 diabetes
[253–255]. However, the intake of pioglitazone in in-
dividuals who were insulin resistant and obese resulted
in limited sympathetic inhibition and did not influence
whole body NE spillover [256]. According to that, the
plasma glucose-reducing drug empagliflozin did not
modulate muscle sympathetic nerve activity in patients
with type 2 diabetes [257]. However, metformin and
pioglitazone are often used as a combination therapy of
insulin-sensitizing agents, thus the net effect might be
beneficial due to slight SNS inhibition [253]. Interest-
ingly, also pioglitazone treatment was OA-preventive in
studies using rabbit, canine, or guinea pig OA models
[258–260]. In conclusion, the impact of the SNS on the
effect mechanism of antidiabetic drugs needs further
investigation.

Obesity Management – Weight Loss
Since weight loss improves leptin and insulin re-

sistance by reducing SNS activity, it is not only an
intervention for patients with concomitant obesity, but
also beneficial for patients with hypertension and
diabetes [261]. Different studies investigated the effect
of weight gain on human muscle sympathetic nerve
activity, which was assessed via microneurography at a
peroneal nerve. Experimental weight gain caused lean
subjects’ sympathetic nerve activity to increase by
about 20% [211]. Accordingly, diet-induced weight
loss resulted in about 15% decreased SNS activity and
43% less NE spillover [262]. Moreover, Masuo et al.
[263] reported that caloric restriction resulted in a
reduction in plasma NE levels. Costa et al. [264]
evaluated the modulation of the ANS through diet and
exercise-based weight changes by measuring heart rate
variability. Weight loss increased parasympathetic
activity and simultaneously decreased the SNS. In line
with that, weight gain upregulated the PNS and re-
duced SNS activity.

In OA patients, weight loss delays the progression of
joint structural damage and provides clinically significant
improvements in pain [265]. The above-described SNS-
modulating effects raise the hypothesis that the SNS
contributes to these benefits.

Antidepressants – Serotonin and NE
Reuptake Inhibitors
Serotonin-NE reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) and se-

lective NE reuptake inhibitors (NRIs) increase the
concentration of NE in the brain and are commonly
used to treat depression and neuropathic or chronic pain
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[266, 267]. Burnham et al. [268] described that NE binds
to spinal α2-ARs on C-fiber terminals to reduce excit-
atory transmitter release. Subsequently, postsynaptic
hyperexcitability is decreased, resulting in pain reduc-
tion. Due to their analgesic effect, some of these drugs,
e.g., duloxetine (SNRI) or tapentadol (NRI), were also
effective to treat chronic OA pain in late stages, which
was a result of the dysfunction of central pain pathways
called central sensitization [269–271]. In line with that,
intraperitoneally or subcutaneously injected milnaci-
pran (SNRI) reduced allodynia (pain hypersensitivity) in
a model of OA pain in rats. In naive animals and in the
early inflammatory phase of the model, the α2-
antagonist atipamezole reversed the inhibitory effects
of milnacipran. However, this inhibition was not de-
tected at a later time point, suggesting a decreased NE
release in the dorsal horn or reduced α2-AR density as
the condition becomes chronic [268].

Vagus Nerve Stimulation
The vagus nerve is the main nerve of the PNS and

exhibits analgesic and anti-inflammatory functions. The
anti-inflammatory effect is mediated by the release of
acetylcholine, which binds to the α7 nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor. This receptor is also expressed on macrophages
and, when activated, inhibits pro-inflammatory cytokine
production [272].

Traditionally, vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) has
been performed using an implanted electrical electrode
which is connected to a subcutaneously implanted
generator. Alternatively, the vagus nerve can also be
stimulated percutaneously, providing a non-invasive
technique [273]. Electrical stimulation of the vagus
nerve is already approved as an anti-inflammatory
therapy for refractory epilepsy and depression and is
also being investigated for the treatment of muscu-
loskeletal diseases, such as RA [9, 274]. VNS decreased
pro-inflammatory TNF-α levels in patients with epi-
lepsy and also in RA patients [274]. Recently, a proof-
of-concept pilot trial reported symptomatic efficacy of
VNS in hand OA patients [275]. Compared to the
highly inflammatory form of RA, OA is characterized
by low-grade inflammation. However, hand OA is a
special case as inflammatory debris accumulates in the
hand due to the proximity of many affected joints. To
date, there has been no study to assess whether VNS is
effective in reducing OA-related inflammation in other
sites, such as the knee and hip. A preclinical study has
shown that the absence of the α7 nicotinic acetyl-
choline receptor is associated with more severe lesions
in OA, demonstrating the influence of the vagal nerve

in disease pathology [276]. Therefore, it would be
worthwhile to test whether VNS would be helpful for
anti-inflammatory therapy in OA patients with af-
fected joints other than the hand.

Adenosine-Related Therapy Options
Since adenosine predominantly exhibits anti-

inflammatory effects, it may also be a suitable target
for suppressing SNS-driven pro-inflammatory pro-
cesses [30]. Especially because OA patients possess
elevated ADA levels in the synovium, indicating an
increased conversion of adenosine to its metabolite
inosine [277]. In order to increase endogenous
adenosine levels in OA patients, one could inhibit
ADA activity and simultaneously stimulate adenosine
synthesis by activating its synthesizing enzymes CD39/
CD73 in the synovial tissue [30]. Moreover, metho-
trexate, a traditional disease-modifying antirheumatic
drug, is used to increase adenosine levels in RA pa-
tients. The effect of methotrexate is mainly based on
the blocking of the enzyme 5-aminoimidazole-4-car-
boxamide ribonucleotide (AICAR) transformylase
(ATIC), leading to AICAR accumulation, which then
blocks ADA [278]. This results in the inhibition of
neutrophils, lymphocytes, macrophages, DCs, and
monocytes with reduced net TNF-α and IL-6 levels
[279]. In fact, methotrexate is also effective in OA
since it can reduce OA pain [280, 281]. Alternatively,
adenosine receptor expression and/or function could
be modulated. For example, pulsed electromagnetic
field results in the upregulation of A2AAR and A3AR
in bovine chondrocytes and synoviocytes [282]. Fur-
thermore, pulsed electromagnetic field was able to
potentiate the aR-mediated decrease of PGE2, IL-6,
and IL-8 in human chondrocytic and osteoblastic cell
lines [283].

As described above, increasing adenosine levels or
even better targeting specific receptors in order to
achieve the best effects would also be beneficial for all
major comorbidities [191, 202, 221, 284]. This section
above described just a few of potential techniques for
modulating the ANS for therapeutic purposes. Ac-
cording to the literature, some of these approaches
may have the potential to improve OA-related in-
flammation. However, it is important to note that the
interaction between the SNS and the PNS is necessary
for a healthy immune response. Therefore, to stop
inflammation in OA, SNS activity cannot simply be
reduced systemically. As described above, the SNS also
has anti-inflammatory effects depending on the lo-
cation, timing, and environment of stimulation. Thus,
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when treating OA patients, basal SNS and PNS activity
should ideally be determined and adjusted individu-
ally, taking into account the possible resistance and
sensitization of the patient [285].

Taken together, many interventions for OA co-
morbidities and other inflammatory diseases include
ANS-modulating drug; however, the full potential of
these treatment options has not yet been elucidated in
OA therapy. Considering potential side effects, some of
these treatment options may also counteract OA
symptoms. Nevertheless, confirmatory randomized
controlled trials are needed before clinical practice in
OA therapy will change.

Conclusion

The SNS influences important immunological pro-
cesses, including the regulation of cytokine release by
immune cells in acute and chronic inflammation. Acute
inflammation leads to an increase in the activity of the
SNS, which in turn releases its neurotransmitter NE and
co-transmitters in lymphatic organs and sites with local
inflammation. Thereupon, immune cells process these
signals in a context-dependent manner. Thereby, their
response can be both pro- or anti-inflammatory de-
pending on the cell (sub)type, its state of activation and
differentiation, the target receptor, the cytokine envi-
ronment as well as the stage of disease.

When inflammation becomes chronic, the constant
activation of the SNS can result in detrimental effects.
In turn, continuous pro-inflammatory and concomi-
tant degenerative processes induce the SNS again, and a
vicious cycle might emerge. On the other hand, certain
sympathetic agents, such as adenosine, induce anti-
inflammatory mechanisms at the same time. However,
under pathological catabolic conditions, these effects
appear to be weak or disturbed, for example, due to
metabolizing enzymes such as ADA. This is not only
true in severe but also in mild chronic inflammatory
diseases. This bidirectional influence of the SNS also
occurs in the course of OA: Adrenergic stimulation
induces both anti- and pro-inflammatory as well as
anabolic and catabolic mechanisms via AR signaling,
mainly via α2-and β2-AR. The nature of the net effect
depends on the neurotransmitter concentration and the
presence or severity of inflammation. However, recent
clinical studies investigating joint destruction and pain
intensity in OA patients clearly demonstrated that the
β2-AR plays a crucial disease-promoting role during

OA progression [233, 286]. In contrast, the SNS also
exerts predominantly anti-inflammatory and anti-
catabolic effects via adenosine receptors (mainly by
targeting A2A and A2B); thus, adenosine is protective
with regard to OA pathogenesis. However, these
beneficial effects found in vitro and in vivo seem to be
suppressed or simply not the same in OA patients, for
example, due to disturbed CD39/CD73 function or
higher ADA activity.

Interestingly, many other mild chronic inflammatory
disorders such as hypertension, obesity, diabetes, and
depression are associated with OA. While SNS activation
induces extensive vasoconstriction in hypertensive pa-
tients, it promotes insulin resistance in diabetic patients,
and thus, inflammatory processes in different organs or
regions of the body might further potentiate the SNS-
inducing effect.

Although inflammation is the major common de-
nominator in all above-mentioned OA comorbidities,
medications used to treat them often rely on modulating
ANS-dependent processes. Therefore, besides inhibiting
mild chronic inflammation by anti-inflammatory drugs,
the appropriate systemic downregulation of the SNS
activity might be a potential therapeutic intervention also
in OA. Rebalancing of sympathetic and parasympathetic
activities could be mediated by surgical or chemical
sympathectomy, the blocking of β2-AR, or, alternatively,
the increase of adenosine signaling or vagus nerve
stimulation. However, to be able to develop such causal
ANS-based therapeutic approaches for OA treatment, we
need to improve our knowledge about the underlying
mechanisms fine-tuning the immune system.
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